New Humanities School Aim Is Integrated Study Program

Extracurricular Events Planned To Supplement Classroom Work

A stronger faculty, an expanded extracurricular program, and a new batch of students are among the changes, and the choice of a sequence of study for Juniors are the aims of the New School of Humanities, according to John E. Burchard, Dean of Humanities.

The new school will strive to attract a faculty which will be intellectually and socially equal to those in the older liberal arts schools by expanding in such subjects as social anthropology, psychology, art, music, and the other social sciences. Part of the reason for this may be seen in the fact that the Department of Economics is considered to be one of the best in the university.

Outside of the classroom, the student can choose from a wide range of extracurricular activities, and exhibitions which are intended to broaden his scope and his understanding of the humanities. He will also be encouraged to engage in discussions with other students in order to hear different points of view on the same subject.

Facts for Yourself

Students who read last Tuesday's story on dormitory rentals may have been misled into paying higher prices at the three colleges covered in the article. As Northeastern, the only dormitory in the city, is one for co-eds, there the girls pay $100 for a ten-week term, meals as well as rent being included in that price. At Boston College, however, the payment of $75 covers only rent, and at Tufts the $90 covers rent and meals. The cost at each college is well above the $260 a term. These prices are for dormitories on a wide range of prices. At Wellesley there was a $100 a term student, who paid $240 for a year's stay in a dormitory, but the dormitories must be shared with other students. The dormitory at Wellesley is a $200 a term dormitory, but the dormitories at Tufts and Boston College are $260 a term dormitories.
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